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The present invention relates to the art of 
¿making shoes. ’ ' 

Experience has demonstrated that the use in - 
the shoe industry of adhesives to secure perma 

s nently the lasted upper to the insole, and the operation. Preferably, however, the opening 9 5 
voutsole to the lasted shoe, produces a. very stiff is formed in the forepart of the insole in the 

' shoe, much less flexible than the McKay shoe. manner disclosed in my application Serial N0 
The realization of this has proved disappointing 665,663, filed April 12,' 1933. l p 
to the manufacturers that have committed them- The overdrawn margin of the upper may be 

lo selves definitely to the use of adhesives, particu- " secured to the lasting flange of the insole by 
larly those that make shoes for women, who any of the Well known mediums, such as tacks, 
generally demand flexible shoes. In my applica- thread or staples. Preferably, the overdrawn 
tion, Serial No. 665,663, ñled April l2, i933, I margin of the upper is secured to the lasting 
have disclosed’a shoe which is flexible notwith- ñange of the insole by an adhesive. This ad 

15` standing the fact that in its manufacture ad- hesive may be of the type> which permanently 15` 
hesives maybe used to secure permanently the secures the overdrawn upper to the lasting ilange ' 
lasted upperv to the insole and the outsole to the of the in`s0le.~ Preferably, the adhesive is treated 
lasted shoe. to retain its adhesive property temporarily. _ 
The principal object of the present invention~ That is, the adhesive is not designed to unite . ~ 

20 is to improve >the flexibility of the type of shoe the components 0f the lasted ShOe Permanentlw 20 
disclosed in my application hereinbefore identi- ‘I'he adhesive is sufficient »merely t0 'Secure the „ 
ñed. \. « ' margin pf the upper in its desirable lasted posi 

To the accomplishment of this object’land Such tion to the insole during the subsequent shoe 
others as may ‘appearhereinaften the-.various making operations. ' 1 '  

25 features of the present invention. reside in cer- After the upper and insole ha-Ve been b1’0ught"’25 
tain shoe constructions and certain processes 0f _into the condition illustrated in Flg.`2;-tlie verti 
manufacture ‘hereinafter described andl then cal Wall‘of the opening 9 and the adjacent mar 
pointed outlbroadly and in detail in the append- gin'. 0f the Ovel‘dl‘awn upper are provided With 
ed claims, possessing advantages readily appar- adhesives. Over the opening 9 is placed a cover  

30 ent to` those skilled in the art. ` I0 (Fig. 3) which is died out of some thin ma- 30 
' The various features of the present invention terîal ‘Such as a Split 01’ leather 0f the type used 
will be understood readily from an inspection of for Impers- The @over . l0 is died out to a size 
the accompanying drawing, illustrating the best larger than the Opening 9 S0" that after it has 
form of the _ invention at, present, devised' in y been positioned thereover in Contact with sub 

35 which, _ . , stantially the entire surface of the overdrawn 35 

Figure v1 is a view Iin elevation of a woma i » upper Surrounding the Opening 9» the cover mary 
pump; /î be..tucked down into engagement v'with the ce 

Fig. 2` is a View in bottom plan of the laste mented vertical wall of the opening and secured 

shoe; . f 
Fig. 3 is an enlarged View in sectional eleva 

tion on the line 3--3, Fig. 1; ‘ _ 
Fig. 4 is a view in plan' of-the s'ponge-rubbe 

pad. and 
' Fig. 5 is a view in sectional elevation'onl'the 
line 5_5, Fig.> 4. ‘ x ` 

Referring to Fig. 2„ after the lasting operation, 
the lasted shoe comprises an upper 6, (which 
term is used .herein to inc1ude~the lining mate 
rials), which is secured in overdrawn position 
to the lasting flange of an insole 1 mounted on 
the bottom of _a last 8._ _The lforepart of the 
insole is provided with an opening 9 through 
which the bottom of the last 8 may be observed. 
Preferably the margin of the upper around the 
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(cl. 172-142) 
forepartof the lasted shoe is trimmed to the 

4 edge of the aperture 9. . > y Y, 

The opening 9 may be formed in the forepailt 
` of the insole either before or after the lasting 

thereto. During this tucking operation a por 
tion of one face Il of the cover I0 is spread 4 
smoothly over the bottom of the last 8 thus in'- 
suring the positioning of the face I I of the cover 
vsubstantially flush with that face of the insole 
which is exposed to View in the finished shoe 
or to which in some shoes there is secured‘a 
lining (not shown) which engages the sole por. 
tlon of the sock of the wearer. The adhesive 
applied to the vertical Wall of the opening 9 is 
designed to secure the cover I0 permanently 
thereto. The adhesive applied to the margin of 50 

' the overdrawn upper adjacent the opening 9 is. 
designed to secure the cover Ill temporarily 
thereto. ‘A . ~ 

When the cover lil is secured in position as 
shown in 3 it forms a cup (Fig. 3) in _which is 55 
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2 
placed a. died out piece of sponge-rubber I2 (Figs. 
4 and 5). 'I‘he sponge rubber I2, which is per 
forated, is >died out from a sheet to a size, some 
what smaller than the opening 9, so that it does 

 not completely illl the cup formed by the cover 

. tions of use under the treading pressure of the 

I 0. One face of the sponge-rubber pad I2 may 
be secured to the face I3 of the cover I0 opposite 
its face II. ` . 

Then the outsole I4 is placed in position over 
the bottom of the lasted shoe and secured thereto 
by an adhesive, care being taken to prevent the 
outsole from being coated with adhesive in that 
portion adjacent the/pad I2; Preferably, the ad 
hesive employed to secure the outsole to the 
lasted shoe is suliicient to hold the outsole on 
the lasted shoe during the subsequent shoe mak-r 
ing operations, lbut is not sufficient to act as a 
permanent fastening means for the outsole dur 
ing wear. ` ` ` ‘ l ' ` 

The lasted shoe having the outsole temporarily 
secured ̀ thereto is then subjected to a stitching 
operation in which stitches I5, preferably lock 
stitches, are inserted through the lasting flange 
of the insole 1, the overdrawn margin of the up 
per B, the marginal portiomof the cover I0, and 
the outsole` I3, preferably from a point -back of 
the heel breast line on one side of the shoe to 
the corresponding point on the other side of the 
shoe. 
As shown in Fig. 3 the sponge-rubber pad I 2 

depends from the cover. The peripheral' edge of 
the pad I2 is not secured to the vertical side 0f 
the cupformed by the cover I0. As 'the cover I0 
is secured to the insole 'I only along the vertical 
wall of the opening 9 the face II of the cover I0 
bulges upwardly and thus maintains thepad nor 
mally in contact with the outsole only along the 
peripheral corner adjacent the bottom face of the 
pad and its peripheral edge. The pad I2 is secured 
neither to the insole nor to the outsole. The pad 
is thus free to accommodate itself independently 
of the' insole and outsole to the varying condi 

wearer’s foot transmitted to the pad through the 
cover. ‘I'his feature, combined with the lock 
stitches which alone unite the upper, insole and 

ible shoe. ~ - ~ 

What is claimed as new. is: ' 

' 1. A shoe characterized by an insole provided 
Íwith an opening inits forepart, an4 outsole, a` 
cover for thel'opening forming a cupv having itsv 
edge interposed between fthe insole-andthe, outf-> '. 
sole,.and_afspongerubber pad depending from, 
the cover into the cup, said pad being normally l „ 
spaced‘from the` verticalside vof the cup.„ > 

2. A shoe characterized by an insole provided with an opening in.its..forepart, an~ outsole, a~ 

coverifor the openlngforming a cup-having‘its . 
edge interposed between ̀ the insole and the >out-  
sole, and a sponge-rubber pad depending from'y 
the cover into the cup unsecured to and-normally 
spaced from the‘vertical side thereof. A ` 

3. A shoe characterized by an' insole provided 
with an opening in its forepart, an outsole, a 
cover 'for the opening forming a cup having >its 
edge interposed between the insole and the out-l 
sole, and a sponge-rubber pad depending from 
the cover into the cup unsecured to the outsole 
and normally spaced from the vertical side of the ` 
cup. - _  _ 

, 4. A shoe characterized by an insole provided 
with an opening in its forepart, an outsole,'a 
cover for the opening forming'a cup having its 

produces an extremely ñex- v 

edge interposed between 'the insole and the out 
sole, and a sponge-rubber pad depending from 
the ycover into the cup unsecured either to the 
vertical side thereof or to the outsole, said pad 
also being normally spaced from the vertical 
side of the cup. 

5. A shoe characterized by an insole provided  
with an opening in its forepart, an outsole, an 
upper having its marginal' portion interposed be 
tween the insole and the outsole, a cover for the 
opening forming a cup having its edge interposed 
between the marginal portion of the upper and 
the outsole, a ñlling for the cup movable rela 

10 

tively to the vertical side thereof, and stitches s 
inserted through the insole, the marginal por 
tions of the upper and the cover, and the outsole. 

6. A shoe characterized by an insole provided 
with an opening in its forepart, an outsole, an 
upper having-its marginal portion interposed be 
'tween the insole and the outsole, a cover for 
the opening forming a cup having its edge inter 
posed between the marginal portion of the upper 
and the outsole, and filling for the cup normally 
spaced from and movable relatively'to the verti 
cal side thereof and unsecured to the outsole. 

7. A shoe characterized by an insole provided 
with an 'opening in its forepart, anoutsole, an 
upper having its> marginal portion interposed 
between the insole and the outsole, a cover for 
the opening forming a cup having its edge inter 
posed between the marginal portion of the upper 
and theoutsole, and a sponge-rubber pad de 
pending from the coverintc the cup spaced from 
the vertical side thereof for movement relatively 
thereto. ' ' 

8. A shoe characterized byJan insole provided 
with an opening in vits forepart, an outsole, an 
upper having its marginal portion interposed be 
tween the insole and the outsole, a cover for the 
opening forming a cup having _its edge inter 
posed between the‘ marginal portion of the upper` 
and the’ outsole, and a sponge-rubber pad having 
one face secured to that face of the cover unex 
vposed .to view in the’fmished 'shoe depending 
loosely into the cup 
vertical side thereof. . I y _ Y .  

9'. A shoe> characterized by _an insole ̀ provided 
with an ‘opening inv its forepart, an ,0utsole, fan 

normally spaced from the 

` j upper having its 'marginalportion interposedI be 
d tween‘the insole and the, outsole, a 1cover farther. 
.opening forming ya cup having its edge'linter-> 
posed between the marginalportion ofthe upper 
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and theouts'olaand 'a sponge-rubber pad having . _ 
one face'secured tol that face'ofothe cóve'r'i'mex-v „ 
posed to view inthe ñnis'h'ed shoe dependingl '.ï . 
loosely ,into the cupl normallymspacedfrom the 
vertical ̀ side thereof 'and movable relativelyßto 
thel outsole. 

10'. A shoe characterized an insole provided , 
with an openingin' its forepart,„an outsole, anV 

upper/having its marginal. portion- interposedgbef. tween the insole and the outsole, a cover ,for the g 
opening forming a ïcup -having its edge inter-„1.1;` 

¿posed between the marginal portion of the upperV 
and the outsole," and a sponge-rubber pad having ,l 
one facevsecured to that face of the coverunexf> 
>posed to view in the finished shoe depending _- l 
loosely into the ,cup normally spaced from- the 
vertical side thereof and movable relatively to 
both the insole and the outsole. 

11. That improvement inv the art of makingv 
shoes which consists in assembling ‘an insole with 
a last and an upper, lasting the upper and secur 

v ing it to the insole, removing a section bodily 
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from the forepart of the insole within the margin 
of the lasted upper, covering the aperture in the 
insole, placing a cushion on the cover, and there 
after attaching an outsole to the lasted shoe. 

12. That improvement in the art of making 
shoes which consists in assembling an insole with 
'a last and an upper, lasting the upper and secur 
ing it to the insole, removing a section bodily from 
the forepart of ‘the insole within the margin of 
the lasted upper, covering the aperture in the 
insole, tucking the cover'into engagement with 
the Wall of the aperture, filling the cup formed 
by the tucked cover, and thereafter attaching an 
outsole to the lasted shoe. ,  

13. _A shoe characterized by an lupper` and an 
insole having an aperture in its forepart with 
in the margin of the upper securedvto the bottom 

n of- the‘insole, said aperture being covered by a 
' piece of iiex-ible material 'engaged with and se 

, cured both tothe said margin of the upper and 
to the entire wall ofthe aperture, a piece of yield 
able material smaller-than the aperture having 
one face engaged with the unexposed face of the 
ñexible material, and an outsole engaged both 
with the opposite face of the piece of yieldable 
material and with the margin of the flexible ma 
terial secured to the said margin of the upper. 

14. That improvement in the art of making 
shoes which consists in assembling an insole 
with a last and an upper, lasting the upper and 

bodily from the forepart of the insole leaving an 
internal aperture therein, trimming the margin 
of the upper overdrawn upon the forepart of the 
insole to the edge of .the aperture, rendering the 
wall of the aperture adhesive, securing a 
cover comprising a piece of flexible material to 
the wall of the aperture by means that performs 
its securing function by engagement both with 
the cover and the entire face of the wall, placing 
a ñlling Within the cover, and thereafter attach 
ing 'an outsole to the lasted shoe. 

15. A shoe characterized by an insole provided 
With an aperture having a vertical wall in its 
forepart, a cover for the aperture secured to the 
vertical Wall thereof by means that performs 
its securing function by engagement both with 
the cover and the entire face of the vertical Wall, 
and a cushion received within the cover. 

16. A shoe characterized by an insole provided 
with an aperture in its forepart, a cover for the 
aperture having a sock lining engaging face se 
cured to the wall of the aperture by means that 
performs its securing function by engagement 
both with said face of the cover and the entire 
wall of the aperture, and a'cushion received with 
in the cover in engagement with the face there 
of opposite its sock lining engaging face. 

ANTHONY COCOZELLA. 
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'securing it to the insole, removing a section 
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